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Call for proposals to host the Joint International Conference on Individual Monitoring
and Neutron and Ion Dosimetry Conference in 2022
EURADOS ensures the continuity and consistency of international scientific conferences by
coordinating the organization of the International Conference on Individual Monitoring IM and the
Neutron and Ion Dosimetry Conference NEUDOS. As you all probably know, due to the COVID-19
epidemic the planned IM-2020 in Budapest and NEUDOS-14 in Barcelona were cancelled.
It is at this moment not clear when normal life and travel, including conferences, will be possible again.
It might be that in the second half of 2021 international travel will be possible already. However, we
think it is too uncertain to schedule our conferences in this second half of 2021. Also, it requires quite
some preparation to organise such a conference, so also from this perspective second half of 2021 is
no longer an option.
Since several topics in IM and NEUDOS are complementary, we have also decide to exceptionally
combine both conferences into one event. This will reduce the pressure on the schedule of many
researchers, since many conferences have been postponed until after the COVID-19 pandemic.
With this letter, we would like to announce the procedure to select the organizers for the joint
IM2022+Neudos-14 conference to be organized as a one event in spring 2022.
Among the criteria that will be considered by EURADOS in the selection of the venue are an
appropriate local organisation, a detailed and sound budget, amenity and accessibility of the proposed
location, economics and logistics of participation. A written proposal of 1-2 pages addressing the
criteria reported above should be sent to the Chairperson of EURADOS before January 20 th, 2021,
preferably by e-mail. A representative of the venue is also encouraged to present the proposal to the
members of the EURADOS Council (February 1st 2021). The evaluation of the proposals for the venue
of IM2022 - Neudos-14 will be made by the members of the EURADOS Council. If satisfactory
proposals are received and if a selection is possible, the venue of IM2022 will be announced before
the conclusion of the EURADOS General Assembly 2021.
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